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I. INTRODUCTION
R ANDOM coding is an extremely powerful technique to demonstrate the existence of a code satisfying certain properties and has been used to prove the direct part (achievability) of several types of coding theorems. Recently, the idea of random coding has also come to be regarded as important from a practical point of view. A low-density parity-check (LDPC) code can be constructed by choosing a parity check matrix from an ensemble of sparse matrices. Thus, there is growing interest in randomly generated codes.
One of the main difficulties associated with the use of randomly generated codes is the difficulty in evaluating the properties or performance of such codes. For example, it is difficult to evaluate the minimum distance, weight distribution, and ML decoding performance for these codes. To overcome this problem, we can use a probabilistic approach. In such an approach, we consider an ensemble of parity check matrices, i.e., a probability is assigned to each matrix in the ensemble. A property of a matrix (e.g., minimum distance or weight distributions) can then be regarded as a random variable. It is natural to consider the statistics of the random variable, such as mean, variance, higher moments, and covariance. In certain cases, we can show that a property is strongly concentrated around its expectation. Such Manuscript received January 20, 2009; revised October 26, 2009. Current version published April 21, 2010. This work was supported in part by the Ministry of Education, Science, Sports and Culture of Japan through a Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research on Priority Areas (Deepening and Expansion of Statistical Informatics) 180790091. The material in this work was presented in part at ISIT 2008, Toronto, ON, Canada, and also in arXiv:0705.3995.
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Communicated a concentration result justifies the use of the probabilistic approach.
Recent advances in the analysis of the average weight distributions of LDPC codes, such as those described by Litsyn and Shevelev [6] , [7] , Burshtein and Miller [2] , Richardson and Urbanke [10] , show that the probabilistic approach is a useful technique for investigating the typical properties of codes and matrices, which are not easy to obtain. Furthermore, the secondmoment analysis of the weight distribution of LDPC codes [1] , [8] can be used to prove concentration results for weight distributions.
The evaluation of the error detection probability of a given code (or given parity check matrix) is a classic problem in coding theory [4] , [5] and some results on this topic have been obtained through a probabilistic approach. Since the undetected error probability can be expressed as a linear combination of the weight distribution of a code, there is a natural connection between the expectation of the weight distribution and the expectation of the undetected error probability.
In this paper, an analysis of the undetected error probability of ensembles of binary matrices of size is presented. An error detection scheme is a crucial part of a feedback error correction scheme, such as an automatic repeat request (ARQ). Detailed knowledge of the error detection performance of a matrix ensemble would be useful for assessing the performance of a feedback error correction scheme.
In a typical error detection application, it is important to determine the undetected error probability (or its upper bound) for a particular code in an ensemble. In such a situation, we may encounter difficulty in evaluating the undetected error probability because an exact evaluation of the undetected error probability of a particular code is generally computationally intractable. The mean and variance of the undetected error probability unveiled in this paper are useful in overcoming this problem because they can be considered to be a probabilistic certification for a randomly chosen parity check matrix. In other words, the probability of selecting a bad instance from the ensemble can be evaluated using Chebyshev inequality.
II. AVERAGE UNDETECTED ERROR PROBABILITY

A. Notation
For a given binary parity check matrix , let be the binary linear code of length defined by where is the Galois field with two elements (addition over is denoted by ). The notation denotes a zero 0018-9448/$26.00 © 2010 IEEE column vector of length . In this paper, boldface letters, such as , denote binary row vectors. Throughout this paper, a binary symmetric channel (BSC) with crossover probability ( ) is assumed. We assume the conventional scenario for error detection, whereby a transmitter sends a codeword to a receiver via a BSC with crossover probability . The receiver obtains a received word , where denotes an error vector. The receiver first computes the syndrome and then checks whether
holds. An undetected error event occurs when and . This means that the error vector causes an undetected error event. Thus, the undetected error probability can be expressed as (1) where denotes the Hamming weight of vector . The above equation can be rewritten as (2) where is defined by
The set is usually referred to as the weight distribution of . In addition, denotes the set of -tuples of weight , and is the indicator function such that if is true, otherwise . Suppose that is a set of binary matrices . Note that may contain some matrices with all identical elements. Such matrices should be distinguished as distinct matrices. A probability is associated with each matrix in . Thus, can be considered to be an ensemble of binary matrices. Let be a real-valued function that depends on . The expectation of with respect to the ensemble is defined by
The average weight distribution of an ensemble is given by This quantity is very useful for analyzing the performance of binary linear codes, including analysis of the undetected error probability.
B. Bernoulli Ensemble
In this paper, we focus on a parameterized ensemble called the Bernoulli ensemble because the Bernoulli ensemble is amenable to ensemble analysis. The Bernoulli ensemble contains all of the binary matrices ( ), the elements of which are regarded as i.i.d. binary random variables such that an element takes the value 1 with probability . The parameter is a positive real number that represents the average number of ones for each row. In other words, a matrix can be considered as an output from the Bernoulli source such that the symbol 1 occurs with probability .
Based on the above definition, a matrix is associated with the probability (5) where is the number of ones in (i.e., Hamming weight of ). The average weight distribution of the Bernoulli ensemble is given by (6) for , where . The set of consecutive integers from to is denoted as . The average weight distribution of this ensemble was first discussed by Litsyn and Shevelev [6] .
If is a constant (i.e., not a function of ), this ensemble can be considered to be an ensemble of sparse matrices. For the special case in which , equal probability is assigned to every matrix in the Bernoulli ensemble. In simplified notation, the random ensemble, , is denoted as follows: Since a typical instance of contains ones, the ensemble can be regarded as an ensemble of dense matrices.
For a practical application, efficient encoding is required. In general, encoding for a low-density parity-check codes with a parity check matrix containing ones requires a computation time of . This means that an instance (i.e., a parity check matrix) of the Bernoulli ensemble also requires a computation time of for encoding. However, we can use an efficient encoding method by Richardson and Urbanke [9] , which gives an encoding time very close to for an ensemble of sparse matrices.
C. Average Undetected Error Probability of an Ensemble
For a given matrix , the evaluation of the undetected error probability is, in general, computationally difficult, because such an evaluation requires full knowledge of the weight distribution of . On the other hand, in some cases, we can evaluate the average of for a given ensemble. Such an average probability is useful for the estimation of the undetected error probability of a matrix that belongs to the ensemble.
Taking the ensemble average of the undetected error probability over a given ensemble , we have (7) In the above equation, can be regarded as a random variable. This equation indicates that the average of can be evaluated if we know the average weight distribution of the ensemble. For example, in the case of the random ensemble , the average undetected error probability has a simple closed form.
Lemma 1:
The average undetected error probability of the random ensemble is given by (8) Proof: Using (7), we have (9) The second equality is based on the following result [3] :
The final equality is from the binomial theorem
D. Error Exponent of Undetected Error Probability
For a given sequence of matrix ensembles , the average undetected error probability is usually an exponentially decreasing function of , where is a real number satisfying (referred to as the design rate). Thus, the exponent of the undetected error probability is of prime importance in understanding the asymptotic behavior of the undetected error probability.
1) Definition of Error Exponent: Let be a series of ensembles such that consists of binary matrices. In order to determine the asymptotic behavior of the undetected error probability of this sequence of ensembles, it is reasonable to define the error exponent of undetected error probability as follows.
Definition 1:
The asymptotic error exponent of the average undetected error probability for a series of ensembles is defined by (11)
if the limit exists.
Henceforth, we will not explicitly express the dependence of on , and will instead denote as in all cases in which there is no possibility of confusion.
The following example describes the exponent of the random ensemble. This equality implies that the average undetected error probability of the sequence of random ensembles behaves as follows:
( 13) if is sufficiently large. Note that the exponent is independent from the crossover probability .
2) Error Exponent and Asymptotic Growth Rate: The asymptotic growth rate of the average weight distribution (hereinafter referred to simply as the asymptotic growth rate), which is the basis of the derivation of the error exponent, is defined as follows.
Definition 2:
Suppose that a series of ensembles is given. If exists for , then we define the asymptotic growth rate as (14) The parameter is referred to as the normalized weight.
From this definition, it is clear that (15) where the notation denotes terms that converge to 0 in the limit as approaches infinity. The asymptotic growth rates of a number of ensembles of binary matrices can be found in [6] , [7] , [2] .
The following theorem gives the error exponent of the undetected error probability for a series of ensembles . For reference, the line 0(1 0 R) = 00:5 is also shown in the figure.
We can show, in a similar manner, that is greater than or equal to the right-hand side of the above inequality (18). This means that the right-hand side of the inequality is asymptotically tight.
The next example is for the case of random ensembles. 
which is identical to the exponent obtained in (12). Let . Fig. 1 shows the behavior of when . This figure confirms that the maximum ( ) is attained at . 
E. Error Exponent of the Bernoulli Ensemble With Constant
The asymptotic growth rate of the Bernoulli ensemble with constant and design rate is given by (24) This formula is presented in [6] . The error exponent of this ensemble shows a different behavior from that for random ensembles. . On the other hand, for small , has a supremum at . Fig. 3 presents the error exponent of Bernoulli ensembles with parameters , 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9 and . As an example, consider the exponent for . In the regime where is smaller than (approximately) 0.3, the error exponent is a monotonically decreasing function of .
These examples suggest that an ensemble of sparse matrices has less powerful error detection performance than an ensemble of dense matrices (such as the random ensemble) in terms of the error exponent. However, if the crossover probability is sufficiently large, the difference in the exponent of ensembles of sparse and dense matrices is negligible. For example, the exponent of the Bernoulli ensemble in Fig. 3 is approximately equal to that of the random ensemble when is larger than (approximately) 0.3. The above properties of the error exponents of the Bernoulli ensembles can be explained with reference to their average weight distributions (or asymptotic growth rate). Fig. 4 displays the asymptotic growth rates of a random ensemble and a Bernoulli ensemble.
The weight of typical error vectors is very close to when is sufficiently large. For a large value of , such as , the average weight distribution around , namely, , dominates the undetected error probability. In such a range, the difference in the average weight distributions corresponding to the random ensemble and the Bernoulli ensemble is small. On the other hand, if the crossover probability is small, the weight distributions of low weight become the most influential parameter. The difference in the average weight distributions of low weight results in a difference in the error exponent.
Note that the time complexity of the error detection operation (multiplication of the received vector and a parity check matrix) is for a typical random ensemble and for a typical Bernoulli ensemble with constant . A sparse matrix provides approximately the same error detection performance as a dense matrix with linear time complexity if is sufficiently large.
III. VARIANCE OF UNDETECTED ERROR PROBABILITY
In the previous section, we have seen that the average weight distribution plays an important role in the derivation of the average undetected error probability. Similarly, we need to examine the covariance of the weight distribution in order to analyze the variance of undetected error probability.
A. Covariance Formula
The covariance between two real-valued functions and defined on an ensemble is given by
The following theorem forms the basis of the derivation of the variance of the undetected error probability for the Bernoulli ensemble. The covariance of the weight distribution for the Bernoulli ensemble is given in the following theorem. . This case is discussed below. We first assume that . Let (i.e., ). In such a case, we have . Define as
The variable then takes the following values:
Substituting into (27) and using the identity of (28), we obtain .
(31)
B. Variance of Undetected Error Probability
The variance of the undetected error probability is a straightforward consequence of Theorem 2. Combining these equalities and the covariance of the weight distribution, the variance of undetected error probability, , is obtained.
In the case of (i.e., the case of a random ensemble), we can derive a closed-form expression for the variance. The second equality is due to Corollary 1. The final equality is obtained from (31), and we can further simplify this expression using the binomial theorem (37)
The final equality is the claim of the theorem.
The following example helps to clarify how the average and the variance of behave.
Example 4:
We consider the random ensemble with and , and the Bernoulli ensemble with , and (labeled "Sparse" in Fig. 5 ). Fig. 5 depicts the average undetected error probabilities of the two ensembles. The average undetected error probability of the random ensemble monotonically decreases as decreases. In contrast, the curve for the Bernoulli ensemble has a peak at around . Fig. 6 shows the variance of for the above two ensembles. The two curves have a similar shape, but the variance of the ensemble of sparse matrices is always larger than that of the random ensemble.
C. Concentration Around the Average
The variance derived in Corollary 2 can be used to show the following concentration result for the random ensemble. where is a positive real number. If the equation (41) holds, then the right-hand side of the inequality of (40) converges to 0 in the limit as goes to infinity, regardless of the choice of . This implies that converges to 1 in probability.
Next, we discuss the asymptotic behavior of the ratio . This ratio can be rewritten in the following form: Let be the root of the following equation: In such a region, is concentrated around its average value in the limit as tends to infinity.
Although similar concentration results for the Bernoulli ensemble (or other sparse matrix ensembles) can be expected, it has not yet been proved. Further studies on this issue should be considered in future.
APPENDIX
1) Preparation for the Proof of Theorem 2:
The second moment of the weight distribution for a given ensemble is given by for . Since we have
We here encounter the problem of evaluating the probability of occurrence of both and . In preparing to solve this problem, we introduce some notation. 
where and These regions are illustrated in Fig. 7 . The size of each index set is . Let be a binary -tuple. The partial weight of corresponding to an index set is denoted by , as is given as follows:
(51)
Since the index sets are mutually exclusive, the equation holds, and can take an integer value in the following range:
The size of each index set can be expressed as , ,
.
2) Proof of Theorem 2 (Covariance of the Bernoulli Ensemble):
Let and be binary vectors satisfying . In this proof, we first prove the following equality:
(53) where and . We must consider the following three cases: Case (i):
(i.e., the intersection of and is not empty but does not include ), Case (ii): (i.e., the intersection of and is empty), Case (iii):
(i.e., includes ). The support set is defined as (54) where . We first consider Case (i). Suppose that a binary -tuple is generated from a Bernoulli source with . Recall that is defined by . In this case, holds if and only if for or for . A binary vector generated from a Bernoulli source has even weight with probability , where is the probability that takes 1 [3] . The probability that has an odd weight is given by . For example, the probability that becomes even is , where .
Based on the above argument, we can write the probability as a function of (55)
Next, we consider Case (ii), in which we assume that . In this case, holds if and only if both and are even. The probability that satisfies and under the condition is given by The final equality is based on the following combinatorial identity:
(64) Now, we are ready to derive the covariance of weight distributions for the case of . Substituting (61) and (63) into we have (27) (which is part of the claim of Theorem 2). Since the definition of covariance is commutative, i.e.,
holds if .
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